Chapter I

INTRODUCTION
The novels under consideration will be studied primarily as having their own stories to tell. The emphasis will be on the narrative modes that they have adopted. The endeavour would be to discern the allegorical elements that distinguish each of them, underlining thereby, a simultaneity of quest and of point of view. Each novel will be taken to be representative of itself, of a mode of storytelling that has expediently cut across the frontiers of time and space, and of vastly differing traditions and cultural differences. Chronology has been observed only to the extent of guaranteeing coherence in method and study in order to facilitate insight into a particular mode of perception that has in most cases, been forbiddingly bracketed with medieval scholasticism and renaissance learning. The objective would be to perceive the allegorical mode within the common forms of narrative fiction and to seek to justify its relevance in contemporary fiction.

Gay Clifford in his book *The Transformations of Allegory*\(^1\) observes that "essentially allegory is, like irony, a mode, and capable of subsuming many different genres and forms." This is a relevant observation that presupposes the allegorical possibilities of all literary genres. It forms an important dimension of one's study of the six novels that employ the allegorical mode of narration. Whilst keeping in mind certain "generic" features of allegory such as "the
extended and extensive use of personification and personified abstractions", one ought not however, allow one's study to be limited by a formalised notion of what to expect from each novel. One has to be aware of the significance of Gay Clifford's observation that although allegory has allowed itself to be transformed extensively, its "formal features" are usually "subordinated to didactic purpose or to the preconceived intellectual structures the author wants to convey". This element of the didactic determines one's understanding of the "allegoricalness" of each novel. The mode employed in each of them continues a tradition of story-telling that predates the written narrative. It goes back in time to the primal role of the artist as a conscientious chronicler of the "truth". The contemporary artist has however, travelled a long way from his simple task and his role has been constantly redefined to suit the needs of a heterogeneous society. Didacticism has undergone a complex change. It has been put to varied use in the six novels through the employment and co-mingling of a diversity of narrative strains. In the realm of fiction, the traditional allegorist has been replaced by writers such as Rex Warner, John Gardner and R.K. Narayan who are impelled by a zealous desire to educate and teach the reader on the significant allegorical aspects of the novels written by them. The "allegoricalness" of the narrative mode determines the moral
perspective of each novel. In a figurative way, it manipulates reality for a renewed understanding of it. It informs itself through various ways, through characters who sustain a representative identity, through narratives which recreate human reality seen from an angle never seen before as in Golding’s *Lord of the Flies* or through a philosophical framework which imparts a dual relevance to the fiction as in *A Tiger of Malgudi*. The allegorical mode has to be viewed as being an integral part of the artist’s visionary perception of his own world. One’s understanding of each novel is dependent upon one’s ability to reconstruct the allegorical meanings that ultimately reside in the fiction itself. The allegorical mode thus demands reader participation at two distinct levels: at the level of the story and at the level of symbol and metaphor, significantly allegorical tropes which alludes to a level of insight and a level of reality that goes deeper than the fiction itself.

One usually tends to associate allegory with the Middle Ages and the Renaissance so that one’s generic understanding of it is derived from a study of works belonging to these literary eras. In the course of the discussion, however, various definitions of allegory will be referred to for a better understanding of the allegorical mode. Edwin Honig’s book *Dark Conceit: The Making of Allegory* and Angus Fletcher’s book *Allegory: The Theory of a Symbolic Mode*
provide a close analysis of the nature of allegory. They have been referred to as guiding references in this study of the allegorical mode used in the six novels. One begins, therefore, with a simple assumption taken from Allegory: The Theory of a Symbolic Mode that "allegory says one thing and means another" in order to understand the distinctively allegorical nature of the imagination controlling all the six novels. This has its roots in a "protean" ability to disguise itself for the reader's entertainment; hence the novels are not overburdened with the explicit moral tag that usually comes at the end of each story.

Most of them are either first attempt novels or belong to an early phase of the novelist's writing career. It is interesting to note that these novelists have actually begun their careers by involving the supposedly old-fashioned spirit of morality. Once clothed in the pedantic images of truth, this deeply human propensity to spell out the quintessential nature of life in terms of symbol and metaphor has been reworked into the genre of fiction-writing which has definite leanings towards the realistic rather than towards the romantic. These novels have to be read as being representative of the kind of fiction that continues to be written and which, according to some critics, show a marked tendency to withdraw into the traditional framework of fiction writing; to be "restrictive rather than extensive, to
bring back traditional character and plot rather than to seek the inexpressible; in brief, to return to more self-contained matter while retaining, however, many of the technical developments of the major moderns." In the context of this study, they may be placed within a tradition of writing whose sensibility can neither be regionalised nor particularised for they share a common mode of perception that has defied all social and cultural norms.

The mode of narration that they adopt is clearly linked with the artist's vocational sense of self which presupposes a unique radar for sensing the truth; to objectify and to project it in its full complexity through characters who are morally bound to their own environment. The novels have a broad human perspective which allows for a common identification with and an understanding of the characters and the values depicted within them so that an allegorical correspondence between fiction and reality is plausibly reached.

Importance will be given to each novelist's view on his vocation as artist or writer and to the observations that he makes on his own fiction. There has been a pre-meditated effort to provide, however humble, a broad perspective of the kind of novels that still continue to be written whose narrative mode is guided by a deeply moral impulse to liberate the ideals of the spirit.
The chapter on 'The Allegorical Method' in Rex Warner's book *The Cult of Power*, traces its efficacy in several literary masterpieces. He finds in it ample scope for the creative elucidation of conventional truths normally hidden from view. He points out the allegorical development of "language" and "thought", for as he tells us, when we "use the words 'God the Father' we are speaking or thinking allegorically" and goes on to say that, "'other-speaking' has become an atmosphere to us." Writing as he did on the evils of totalitarianism during the calamitous war years, Warner sought to communicate himself through the allegorical mode of narration. It sought to dramatise the contradictory nature of contemporary history. His novel *The Aerodrome* is thus based upon an imaginative restructuring of events which would fictionalise the arena but not the facts and which would replicate both the "grandeur" and the "insecurity" of the human world. The world of *The Aerodrome* resonates with the loss of values and with the search for a new order. The life of each character is symptomatic of the pressurising changes that have taken hold of both individual and society. Warner traces personal histories and links them with political upheavals in order to point to the inevitable connection that exists between the public and the private. In the midst of the imbroglio there is a definite move on the part of the protagonist towards the ideal of love. The novel has been
structured around representative embodiments of specific values. In order to understand the allegorical mode working within the novel one has first to understand the figurative significance of the title *The Aerodrome* and its subtitle ‘A Love Story’, both emblematic of the two world views of village and aerodrome, that separate the characters from each other. Although it has been said that the book is melodramatic and the characters flat, and, though this is a typical feature of allegorical narratives, yet one ought to be able to see the book in its entirety. One has to be able to appreciate it for its sincere attempt to diagnose the bigotry and power lust that dominates the lives of its characters, something that is chronic to humankind in general; and its attempt to suggest the most human antidote to it, that of love and forgiveness. The book functions on an imaginative level that is allegorical because of its ability to infuse the narrative with a dual sense of itself which is at the level of the story and at the "other" level which deals with the political values governing life during the war years.

Following a textual analysis of the allegorical components that make *The Aerodrome* what it is, a novel whose sustaining interest is the allegorical interplay of ideas within it, the next novel to be taken up would be Alan Paton’s book *Cry the Beloved Country*. In *The Allegory of*
Love, C.S. Lewis makes a valid observation on the allegorical mode of perception by stating that

-Allegory, in some sense, belongs not to medieval man but to man, or even to mind, in general. It is of the very nature of thought and language to represent what is immaterial in picturable terms. ...

which reveals mankind’s natural propensity for sighting the universal in the personal, the infinite in the finite. South Africa’s desolation might well be the desolation of any other race in any other country in the world today. The locale of human strife may be constantly shifting in the flux of contemporary life and in Paton’s portrayal of South Africa’s dilemma we have a figurative statement of the suppressive conditions of life in an apartheid society. More significantly, we also have the most humane resolution that can ever find political sponsorship within the forgiving heart of man. In order to arrive at his vision of life dignified by love, Paton employs a narrative strategy that holds together a diversity of feelings and experiences that portray the qualitative failure of life in South Africa. Entry into the South African milieu of *Cry, the Beloved Country* would also signify the allegorical voyage that one would have to make with Stephen Kumalo into Johannesburg and into the intractable depths of the human heart. At every turn of the novel one would have to identify the allegorical methods that Paton uses to make his story cohere into an
integrative unity of fiction and allegory, of the South African story and its illimitable origins in the human heart. Ultimately, one would have to attempt to define Paton's mode of story telling as being allegorical because of the symbolic associations that each character, each experience, and each fictional element, has with a host of other experiences and ideas wholly and partially visible to the reader in life itself. The allegorical means towards the achievement of a visionary end within the novel would have to be sought for in the Christian overview that has influenced the style and the overall pattern of the quest which reaches out to a prophetic sighting of the "comfort" to be found in the "dawn" yet to come. The novel has to be studied as one which has fictionalised the events of South Africa, with the intention of drawing parallel observations with the lived reality. This has been achieved through the fusion of different narrative strains and narrative voices which allegorically bear the weight of their discoveries within the fiction itself. In this respect, *Cry, the Beloved Country* and all the other five novels to be examined possess what Edwin Honig in his book, *Dark Conceit: The Making of Allegory*, stipulates to be an important dimension of allegorical fiction:

The fictional creation cannot be one thing and the allegory, the symbolization of a philosophical view, another — as it is in the hands of the moralizer. Fiction and allegory must be simultaneous, a single creation. Both together must
assert an integrated vision of reality; and this creative authority must be sustained within the work, not by any appeal to a body of doctrine outside of it.

This would be the qualifying criterion for all the six novels to be studied.

_Invisible Man_ has been selected as being a novel that voices issues distinctively Black and significantly American. The quest for self takes the invisible protagonist away from the common patterns of black selfhood into the unfeatured dimensions of a self totally absorbed in remaking personal history. The journey motif has to be closely understood as marking the thematic movement of the book from the south to the north and from innocence to experience. Thus the early process of initiation into the larger American reality, is an allegorical extension of the initiation of the untutored self into the harsh realities of life. In attempting to understand the allegorical dimensions of _Invisible Man_, one has to be aware of Ellison's unique response to his own identity as a Black American, and as an American individual, in search of the one authentic identity that would give him a wholesome understanding of himself and of his environment. On the one hand, the book has to be studied in terms of the invisible protagonist's symbolic resurrection of the multiple layers of the black personality. This is an aspect of the allegorical replay of the black struggle. It would involve a careful
study of that mythic sense of history that is figuratively represented in the contrapuntal medley of figures and voices rising from a black past. The hitherto hidden vortex of the black self has to be seen as a distinctively richer entity of black self-definition. On the other hand, the mapping out of the protagonist’s journey into the self is the allegorical voyage into the subterranean darkness of the unknown self, which has always remained invisible to the world. The move from visibility to invisibility is the figurative move to freedom and to greater depths. The coal cellar which hides the invisible protagonist is the symbolic womb, which will nurture him into full creativity. It must be seen as the emblematic point of vantage from where observations will be made and stored, and brooded upon until such time as the moment is ripe for action. Meanwhile, the state of hibernation that he professes to be in, must be understood as one of the many subterfuges that the invisible protagonist uses, in his voluntary exile from public life into the archetypal depths of the black self, which would provide him with the intuitive feelers necessary to discover his American identity. The mode of narration as such is allegorical in its visualisation of a black reality and a black identity that is perennially linked to a cosmic sense of self. Thus the ultimate question that he puts to the reader must be thoroughly examined in the context of the allegorical search
for self, identifiable only in terms of the radical self newly discovered. To comprehend the workings of the allegorical mode within the novel, one would have to draw upon Edwin Honig once again, to understand how the allegorical mode functions:

Like the development of a musical theme, the amplified statement based on the trope becomes the mark of the work's allegoricalness: the whole work partakes of it and also fulfills it. The allegorical unit then resounds with innumerable connotations. ... For the meanings of allegory depend, as in poetry, upon the accretion of certain tropes. These tropes make evident a consonance between objective facts and their moral or psychological counterparts, so that the reality ... is ultimately transcended by the total organization of meanings which is the fiction itself. And so one may say that the language of allegory makes relationships significant by extending the original identities of which they are composed with as many clusters of meaning as the traffic of the dominant idea will bear.11

The fictional components or "tropes" responsible for extending the "allegoricalness" of the novel have to be sought for in the consciousness of the narrator as it is reflected in a narrative that has been inspired by a metaphorical and therefore, representative sense of the truth.

The next novel, Lord of the Flies, has already drawn attention to its literary status as a fable. It figures as an important novel of the post war years more concerned with the unpopular12 task of dwelling upon the imperfectibility of
man, than with the technical innovations that then determined fiction. Golding's accompanying essay, 'Fable', makes his position as "moralist" very clear and it is to didactic ends that he fits in the plan of his novel. In a much later book which deals with fiction of the 1960's and after, Robert Scholes points to the characteristic feature of modern fables:

For the moment, suffice it to say that modern fabulation, like the ancient fabling of Aesop, tends away from direct representation of the surface reality but returns toward actual human life by way of ethically controlled fantasy.13

"Ethically controlled fantasy" is a phrase that would be applicable to the nature of the fictive imagination at work within all the six novels. It aims at re-orienting the reader’s vision of himself. In *Lord of the Flies*, Golding manipulates his characters in order to dramatise a particular aspect of man as he found out for himself during World-War II. He plucks out his experiences from life and uses them as representative images of the fable that he sets out to write. In examining the novel as fable one must keep in mind Golding’s stricture that, "the fable must be under strict control". Yet, for all that, he himself admits to the split at the seams which is a result of, a "plenitude of imagination".14 Golding's critical observations of his own work helps one to look forward to a novel whose prolific
imagination communicates itself through the allegorically affiliated tropes of symbol and metaphor, irony and paradox, thus accounting for the allusive nature of the narrative. It imbues the boys’ experiences in the island with powerful significance. In attempting to examine the allegorical mode used within the book, one has to tie up the connecting strands of each narrative figure to be able to comprehend the confused ethos of darkness and evil that permeates the novel. The novel as fable covers an important aspect of one’s study of the allegorical mode. The important factor to be kept in mind, however, is that one’s ultimate responses must be to the characters themselves in order to be able to place them within a framework that is at once real as well as allegorical. This study will attempt to examine how Golding uses his fable to transcend its limitations so as to be able to project a convincing portrayal of evil. The evil inherent in man has been further portrayed in Grendel, a novel differently constructed from all the others. Yet it is similar to them in its desire to probe the hidden depths of the self through a monster protagonist who inhabits the nether world of darkness and confusion. Like Lord of the Flies which broadly speaking, is a satirical replay of Coral Island, Grendel too has its affiliations with the old English epic Beowulf. Grendel is the name of the monster terrorising the ancient world of Beowulf. The similarity ends there.
however, with Gardner's modern recasting of a monster, who is both cunning and intelligent, but who is tragically locked within a condition of muteness so severe that it hampers communication with himself and with the world outside.

Grendel is a metaphoric projection of the disgruntled psyche hemmed in on all sides by emotional disabilities. Though his intellect penetrates deep into the heart of things, yet he suffers from an obsessive predilection. He reduces all experiences to the level of the absurd; monster and man resemble each other in a striking way. Both suffer from a debilitating malaise of the spirit which affect their imagination and imprisons them within a world of violence and doubt. The narrative modulates between the subterranean world of the monster and the terrestrial world of Hrothgar; between Grendel's unending metaphysics and Hrothgar's ruthless demonstration of his own power to project the symbolic associations that the two parallel worlds have with each other. There is never an overlapping of the two worlds, only the reflective ability of the narrative to juxtapose the two worlds to trace out through the characters the ethics of brute survival that predominates in both worlds. The allegorical mode has to be understood as an important medium which symbolically heightens man's closeness to Grendel. It sees in man the psychic imprint of the monster. As associations with man and monster build up, the narrative
portrays on a lesser key, characters that are associated with certain patterns of experiences that are charged with positive allegorical significance. The Shaper and Wealthow attain allegorical depth through their respective claims upon the values that uphold their vision of truth and integrity which sustains life even in Hrothgar's kingdom and confuses the brutish reasoning of Grendel. The transmuting vision of the Shaper's poetry anticipates the fire of Beowulf's imagination. In an allegorically symbolic moment of poetic affirmation, it raze to the ground Grendel's absurdist philosophy. The narrative concentrates upon a symbolic but total expulsion of the kind of values instilled by the Dragon and propagated by Grendel. It moves from Grendel's myopic surrender to the deluded ideals of freedom and existence, to a world that is a symbolic travesty of its own ideals; from the Dragon to the Shaper, from Grendel's mother to Wealthow and finally, from the inner abrasive conflict within Grendel to a symbolic confrontation of values and personages in Hrothgar's court and in Grendel's mind. This would exact its own price from Grendel who would have to face up to the inevitable consequences that follow his recognition of the absolute ideals of life and death. Gardner communicates through an allegorical mode of narration that qualifies itself through a metaphorical replay of characters and world views, philosophy and vision, all contributive to a
definition of the negative realities of Grendel's solipsistic world and the positive realities of Beowulf's affirming vision of life.

The last novel to be discussed, A Tiger for Malqudi may be read as Narayan expected it to be: a story about a tiger. This is a different tiger, however, calling for a sensitive response from the reader. He has the ability to record his own life and to trace his own spiritual growth from a primal quadruped to a creature mellowed with insight and vision. At the simple level of the fantastic, the novel is an animal fable with literary antecedents in the rich collection of fables to be found in ancient Indian literature. At the profounder level of myth and allegory, the tiger stands for the soul in its quest for eternity. Narayan's introduction prepares the reader for the allegorical nuances to be found in the narrative so that one is well prepared not to take anything at face value. Raja, the tiger-protagonist takes on progressively human dimensions as he moves from one encounter to the next. Each episode unwittingly carries him closer to his saviour and as he details the stressful conditions of his life away from the jungle, one is clearly made to understand that somehow Raja is more human than any of the devious humans who gang up against him. Narayan portrays them from the tiger's perspective who sizes them up according to their professional abilities. This is perhaps a characteristically
animal way of proving or disproving another creature's identity, measuring his worth according to his physical prowess. In the eyes of Raja every human is wanting in basic jungle virtues, such as, the respectful observance of a hierarchical creed that brooks no disturbance. As one is taken deeper into the novel, one begins to empathise with Raja's plight which demands of him total subservience to the humans who manipulate him for profit and self-gratification. The novel relates to the reader in Raja's own terms. One has to be able to accept Raja's validity, his more than human ability to analyse people and situations and to prove his own feelings. The world of Malgudi never changes. The only change lies in its main protagonist who has to be understood as being allegorically representative of all dimensions of the self in its carnal and spiritual forms. The surface comedy of Malgudian life in the novel, is overlaid by Raja's continual sense of embarrassment or shock at the sight of humans ignobly exposing themselves as they really are. And as one follows the story through its very end, one would agree that Malgudi does need its very own tiger, to frighten it, to shame it, to teach it, and to save it from itself. The story about a tiger of Malgudian stock makes for the kind of novel that characterises Narayan. However, in this later novel of his, Narayan lays emphasis upon the ideal of a tiger searching for a spiritual abode and finding it within
himself. The fictionalisation of Raja’s life abounds with allegorical significance. It reaches out to the reader at all levels through Raja’s encounters with the human world, through his juxtaposition of life in the natural jungle of Mempi and in the human jungle of Malgudi, through his minute observation of Malgudi’s do’s and don’ts and through his avowed devotion to the Tiger Hermit who represents the elusive Hindu ideal of self-attainment. One must prepare oneself for a dual understanding of Raja’s world in A Tiger for Malgudi. This would be in accordance with Narayan’s expectation of the reader’s understanding of what codifies the tiger’s existence.

In the introductory discussions to the six novels, mention has been made of the allegorical mode used in all of them. The significant point to be stressed is that it is inextricably linked with the artist’s perception of reality which views what it sees in the representative figures of allegory. It is not that these novels formally take on the characteristics of allegory. It is, that they have been specially selected to show how the allegorical strain permeates into fiction and is a product of the contemporary sensibility. The themes of all the six novels relate in diverse ways to the inner self. Generally speaking, this has emerged as an important concern of the novel and has revolutionised fictional technique. It has challenged the
narrative ploy of creating a credible fictional world; that of South African disharmony in *Cry, the Beloved Country*, of the malignancy of evil in *Lord of the Flies*, of the fantastic autobiography of a tiger in *A Tiger for Malgudi*. Into the fictional world is woven the dualities of the controlling allegorical vision which tells its story at the fundamental
level of the plot whilst aiming all the while to extend its meanings. Even as one finds oneself carried away by the impetus of the plot, one realizes that the process of truly understanding it would depend upon one’s total understanding of the entire book:

A good allegory, like a good poem, does not exhibit devices or hammer away at intentions. It beguiles the reader with a continuous interplay between subject and sense in the storytelling and the narrative, the story itself, mean everything.15

There will have to be a close study of each novel in order to understand how characters relate to life or how the allusive nature of the narrative is able to bring up personal and universal associations for the reader. The attempt will always be to view each novel in its entirety, to see how the different parts of each novel work towards bringing together a complex unity of experiences that are characteristically allegorical in the patterning of emotional, intellectual and spiritual truth. One would also have to keep oneself open to the figurative nature of language, which would naturally echo with multiple layers of meaning embedded in a single strata of thought. *Cry, the Beloved Country* is especially illustrative of this, in the sustaining lyricism that it employs to universalise its tragic experiences.

The allegorical mode used in all the six novels must be understood to be a complex vehicle of the novelist’s vision.
It follows the emotional structure of the story and justifies itself through a novel usage of "tropes", of "verbal modes" and of fictional ploys such as character and situation. There are multiple points of contact within each novel to rouse the reader's perception of the underlying truths that prevail. However, the writers that are being dealt with in this thesis are, first and foremost fiction writers and ought to be viewed as such. That their fiction should reflect upon an inbuilt propensity for the intuitive sighting of hidden meanings, illustrate what a vast number of critics have understood to be natural to man. For purposes of clarification, and in order to understand the allegorical mode better, one would have to turn to The Nature of Narrative which divides the narrative form into the empirical and the fictional, and further sub-divides the fictional into the romantic and the didactic. Allegory has been naturally categorised as being didactic because of its "intellectually controlled" nature. The six novels that are to be studied have to be understood as being primarily inspired by the writer's ideational view of human society as in The Aerodrome; by a conceptual understanding of the true heroism of self-integration as in Grendel; by an empirical finding of the nature of man as in Lord of the Flies; by a perception of truth as embodied in A Tiger for Malgudi; by a perception of love as a potent force of change in Cry the Beloved Country.
and by the artist's overriding sense of conflict as in *Invisible Man*. These must not, however, be viewed as rigid pre-conceptions which bind the novels to a particular form. For the purpose of this study they have been isolated in order to see how they are given representational significance. They form the moral sub-stratum of the novels moulding consciousness and rooting it to the ethics of the artist's personal vision. In "Fable", William Golding explains the process of writing according to this inner dictum. R.K. Narayan's introduction, schools the reader in the evolutionary ethics of Hindu philosophy. Alan Paton's meaningful sub-title "Comfort in Desolation" to his novel, *Cry, the Beloved Country* is an indication of the allegorical direction that it would inevitably take. Rex Warner has amply justified the importance of "The Allegorical Method" in his expression of the realities of the war years in *The Aerodrome*. Each novel is a sampling of truth in its own way. In observance of the laws of the novel, they fictionalise the characters and their situations whilst successfully tapping areas of experiences remotely hidden from ordinary view. Therefore, Gardner's exploratory descent into the subterranean regions of the old English epic, *Beowulf*, unearths a figure as dramatic as he is significant to an understanding of the pitfalls of human reasoning. In the epic, Grendel is a monster who fulfills his obligationary
role. In Gardner's novel, he is an allegorical figure who reflects upon the intellectual confusion that reigns within. He vociferously discredits the role of the imagination through his violent ways. He is an ironic figure of doubt. Around him is structured layers of experience that call up a multiplicity of allegorical meanings. The monster without has been internalised to reveal the monster residing within. In a different way, Invisible Man is reflective of the contemporary search for identity. He has been likened to the picaresque hero,\(^\text{18}\) living on the fringe of human society, subverting traditional morality for a higher authentic order of self-definition. With his capacity for survival and his instinct for life, the "invisible man" is the allegorical questor in secular terms. He revamps an entire world view and redefines the objectives of American society which are discovered to be the objectives of all societies everywhere.

The allegorical mode works through various ways to attain its moral ends. There is a clear demarcation of values ethical from values unethical, in a manner that evokes a response to both the positive and the negative. Within the moral framework of his vision, the artist dramatises the human situation in its various hues, using all fictional devices to simulate the conflict and the choices that one makes in life. One enters a fictional world that has brought together a number of forces contending with each other; a
microcosm of fermenting confusion that uncoils itself through the artist's manipulation of plot and character. In the same way that one is made to accept the logistics of fairie land in *The Fairie Queene* so must one submit to the rationale of the six novels in order to apprehend the artists' moral envisionings. The artist is one with his fiction as his fiction is one with the currents of thought and feeling that control it, and are given free play within each of the six novels. In addition, one is always made aware of the hidden significances of the plot, the characters, the fictional appendages that add up to the multiplicity of meanings within the context of the novel. In *Lord of the Flies*, the events leading up to Simon's confrontation with the Beast will be discussed in all its allegorical significance. The Christ-like figure of Simon confronting the pig's head has deliberate resonances of the confrontation between good and evil. The imagery figuratively evokes the spiritual heroism of Simon as he must combat the forces of evil dwelling in man. The narrative mode in such cases uses the figurative idiom of poetry in order to telescope into a single experience the multiple layers of meaning attached to it. Thus actual experiences are symbolically and metaphorically transcribed into the kind of fiction that one would call allegorical. What defines it as such is the mode of
perception that communicates itself through a narrative mode which exploits the figurative possibilities of language.

The allegorical unit resounds ... with innumerable connotations. The tension between the theme and its inherent meanings is built up on all levels of connotation so that the reader is drawn into the extended allegory ... the meanings grow naturally out of each action in the narrative ...

Each part is compounded of thought and meaning vital to the establishment of an allegorical pattern within the text. The "invisible man" moves from a one-dimensional view of reality to a multi-dimensional understanding of the experiences that have accrued within his adult years and which give shape to his journey to the centre of the self. The mode of communication that he adopts reflects upon the Black propensity for using music, jazz and the blues, as a medium of self-expression. In the course of inner journeyings he discovers the archetypal symbols of Black self-consciousness. He uses them to enunciate a definable pattern of behaviour. This subscribes to an independent view of life which gathers within it a kaleidoscope of Black experiences that resonate with hidden abilities. Thus for the invisible protagonist at the factory hospital, Brer Rabbit comes alive with all the psychic implications of the black identity which will be the turning point for an understanding of himself. The narrating protagonist identifies himself as the universal questor who transcends the stereotype of the black self. His ultimate
definitions equalise all struggle, thereby allowing for his own experiences to speak in an allegorical way, for others. The link that he forges with other innumerable selves in the Prologue and in the Epilogue, is responsible for that allegorical sense of self imparted through his ability to implicate the reader in his quest, challenging him to accept him in the unconditional terms of the self newly discovered. The narrative mode in the six novels, is a reflection of the thrust of the protagonist's mind which endeavours to sort itself out though the classic ordeal of the metaphoric and the literal fire of pain and suffering experienced by Ralph and Simon in *Lord of the Flies* in order to arrive at a cleansed view of the universe. By implication the narrative mode reflects upon the allegorical potential of the novel at all levels.

The role of the protagonist in all the six novels is an important one. Needless to say, his significance in proportion to the story, resembles that of the hero of an allegorical narrative. He reinforces the value system of a particular world, whose pattern not easily discernible at first, proves its integrity through him. The protagonist of *The Aerodrome* is a significant embodiment of the virtues of love tempered by understanding and forgiveness. Roy, however, is not a rigid portrait of an unchanging virtue. His humanity is defined by his erring nature, which ultimately rights
itself through his fearless ability to reorient himself to a less rigid but more spiritual ideal of love in personal and in social terms. The values that he upholds in his own life are a natural counterfoil to the values that abide with the village and the aerodrome. Through his constant searchings he mirrors the ideal norm of life which must effectively embody the quest for spiritual fulfilment. In the end, he arbitrates in an allegorical manner for a universally "clean" world, "most intricate, fiercer than tigers, wonderful and infinitely forgiving". He is the allegorical hero who extends the significance of personal values from a fictional world to the real world. On the other hand, the thesis also has to deal with a protagonist like Grendel who does not by any means embody the elevated ideals of allegorical fiction. In reading Grendel, one has to be aware of the role that Gardner assigns to himself which is the integrated one of moral educator. The methods that he uses to fictionalise his objectives are the innovative ones, characteristic of the varied literature of the twentieth-century. A familiar world order is thus repudiated by a monster who allegorically represents mankind's inverted psyche. He functions as an allegorical link with the dysfunctional values of Hrothgar's kingdom, as an allegorical foil to the positive forces of love and poetry within it and as an allegorical antagonist to Beowulf. Beowulf's significance within the book lies in his
commitment to the truth of the imagination. He is an heroic figure; he is everything that Grendel is not. The allegorical value of the book lies in Gardner's ability to invoke history through a monster's life which encodes the pejorative aspects of human philosophies. Every thought and every action of Grendel's is provocatively paralleled in Horthgar's kingdom in order to make the reader understand the inescapable connection that exists between monster and man. Gardner has himself explained how the novel has been woven around some of the misplaced ideals of human civilization. In an inverted way, through the inverted mentality of Grendel and in an inversely allegorical manner, Gardner restructures the story of human civilization. He fulfils his self-professed role of moral educator through his bizarre portrait of the evil genius that lurks behind the human facade.

This brings the discussion to an important aspect of the novels: the definite overtones of the didactic. 'Didactic' is a term that has been disputed by Gardner. However, for want of a better word it has been used in this introduction to point to the irreducibly moral nature of the allegorical imagination. To cite a few examples, we have Golding's adherence to the fable form in Lord of the Flies. The term animal fable has been used to describe A Tiger for Malgudi. Grendel is a parable of the collapse of the human intellect. Invisible Man has been viewed as an allegorical
work of fiction that depicts the contemporary search for identity. All such definitive modes are a variation of the allegorical mode. They conclusively indicate the trend towards moral instruction which forms the mainstay of the allegorical method. The element of the didactic, however, in the allegorical novels that form the subject of this thesis, is an integrative unit of the story. This goes to show that each novel develops an inbuilt "world of fictional reality", resilient enough to determine the "story's figurative meanings all along the way". Nothing may be taken for granted, for each fictional component gears itself for ultimate allegorical meanings, which results in an enhanced view of one's self and of one's understanding of the universe. Each novelist is a self-conscious practitioner of the art of fiction. One good example of the self-conscious artist would be R.K. Narayan-tailoring his art to meet the sensitive demands of a deeply moral imagination that keeps itself in touch with the spiritual needs of the moment.

All six novelists work on an artistic tightrope in which the balance between fiction and allegory has to be maintained. They deploy their talents through the allegorical mode which harnesses fictional creativity in order to make it serve the moral ends of the artist's vision. This is the reason why these novels differ from traditional allegory. They have not been structured around a rigid scheme of values
that need to be closely interpreted. Although they have their sociological and cultural affinities with their own societies and with their own ages, which provides the framework of reference for the reader, yet the characters embody a depth of thought and feeling that reflect upon the dynamism of the novel. All the important characters will have to be evaluated in the living terms of the novel and not as dead personifications. This implies the need to understand the worth of each novel as a fictional entity in itself, complete with its own set of values that have been structured upon a higher, less visible, scheme of values: in other words, the fiction comes first, the allegory later. There is a steady build-up of allegorical meanings in the movement of the plot, in the actions and in the thoughts of the characters as they interact with one another, or as they seek to flout or to fulfil the hidden ideal of the spirit.

The criterion for likening these novels to allegorical works of fiction would lie in another definition of allegory which states that

An allegory is a fiction which is complete in its own narrative world while simultaneously adducing and reflecting upon another structured world.23

The other "structured world" belongs to the ideal plane of the artist's moral envisionings. He works out the ethics of his vision as minutely as possible so that by "the
penultimate page, the primary and secondary levels have become so entwined that they function simultaneously". An important example of it is the juxtaposition of Ralph and the naval officer at the end of *Lord of the Flies*. It gathers within it an association of meanings that have allegorical precedence in the story.

The allegorical mode used within the novels is a method of narration that sometimes illustrates a particular world view, as in *A Tiger for Malgudi*. Here Narayan demonstrates his ability to merge the western form of the novel with an older literary form, the animal fable. He expresses himself in understandable terms, the Indian absorption with the illusory world of appearances as it conflicts with another, lesser known, but more vital, world of the spirit. The mode of narration allegorically plays with images taken from the social world of appearances into which is thrown cryptic figures like the Tiger-Hermit who convey the Indian ideal of fulfilment. The method of narration works through a duality of perception that is thoroughly Indian in sensibility. The pattern of Raja's experiences have been fully exploited to render, allegorically, into fiction the final validity of the soul.

There is general agreement that allegory has always been chosen as the obvious literary tool, wielded against any form of oppression. This is especially true of South African
literature and in *Cry, the Beloved Country*, Paton uses the allegorical mode of narration to portray the immeasurable depths of despair and to trace the heart’s journey through hopelessness and pain. In the novel, the allegorical mode is especially effective in portraying the stress under which the individual is placed. In *The Aerodrome* Rex Warner utilises the allegorical mode for purposes of relaying the truth to a perceptive audience. He does this by exploiting the possibilities of fiction that lie in the portrayal of characters and in the creation of a fictional world that symbolically hypothesises, through village and aerodrome, the truth about a society faced with the imminent collapse of its values. The thrust of the allegorical mode is to enact at the personal level through characters like Roy and the Air Vice Marshal, the crisis of political change that can sweep a society to destruction if it is not founded on the strength of its spiritual envisionings.

In all the six novels, the allegorical mode is synonymous with the artist’s enunciation of personal vision. Its strength, and therefore, its acceptability, lies in its ability to diffuse itself in a number of ways, through the narrative. It is not confined to intellectual strictures concerning the advocacy of the artist’s moral principles. Its idiom of communication lies in its creative manner of poetic subterfuge whereby literary tropes such as symbol and
metaphor are exploited to enhance meaning and perception of itself. This may be clearly seen in Ellison's figurative and metaphorical manipulation of the Black American realities so as to convey through the flexible nuances of speech, an allegorical sense of the quest. As one reads the novels one must prepare oneself for the onslaught of allegorical meanings that function at all levels of the narrative. It would be delimiting the allegorical mode employed if one were to define it strictly according to a pre-conceived notion of what to expect from it. Although it has its affiliations with allegory, yet it may be differentiated from it in its ability to fuse different realities together. This is why the novels have to be closely studied, meanings worked out in detail in order to determine the underlying theme of the artists' moral observations. The novels form a cross-section of the kind of fiction that still continues to hold sway. They are intimately associated with their own societies, aware of their social relevance and genuinely concerned with the social function of art, that is, to teach a generation split by divisions of its own making.

As one reads all the six novels, one realises that the art of story-telling has been truly internationalised. They form a literary cross-section of the contemporary novel with its own regional characteristics which further suggests however, that the novelists of "British, American and
Commonwealth fiction ... are eager to grow beyond" narrow "national groupings" in order to "confront the aesthetic issues of their times". Especialiy noticeable is Gardner's concern with the aesthetics of fictional creativity which places his novels in the forefront of the contemporary novel. Narayan's art of story-telling is more conventional in its adherence to the Aristotelian plot. But he uses his Indian sensibility to forge the kind of novel that is suffused with the ethics of the Indian world-view. The western form of the novel has been the standard means for the universal ends of all art, which for Narayan implies the ability to sharpen one's perception of oneself. On the whole, all six novels have to be specially considered as being representative of a mode of narration that ties them up within a unique framework of perception. Though these novels are of British, American, Indian or South African sensibility, they share a common insight into the collapse of institutionalised living. Though they use a common heritage of literary principles, yet they distinguish themselves from one another through the kind of fictional creativity that utilises their differences with regard to their sociological, historical and political backgrounds in a manner that is metaphoric and symbolic, attributes of the allegorical imagination.

In each discussion of the novels, there will be a detailed follow up of the story in terms of plot and
characterisation, so as to discover as one reads the text how the allegorical mode functions. The allegorical mode has to be viewed in its successful relation to the story which would enhance the stature of the novel thus emphasising the truth about it, that the allegorical imagination is never out-dated; rather, it lends itself to a creative metamorphosis of form and expression. The fictional world of each novel serves to enhance the "other" levels of reality. One might prepare oneself for an imaginative induction into a fictive world that allows its latent meanings to evolve with the story and with its characters who are dynamic enough to change themselves and others around them. The allegorical mode transports the reader from the enclosed world of fiction to larger realities through its sustaining concern by bringing home the normative ideals of the truly integrated life. What these are, remain individualistically embedded in a domain of fiction that employs the allegorical mode to draw out their universal significance.
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